THE ULTRATOOTH™ BENEFITS

Immediate Tooth Replacement
ULTRATOOTH™ is the only FDA cleared immediate load implant that is fully functional at the time of placement.

No Down Time
Due to the expansion feature of the ULTRATOOTH™ patients are able to eat regularly immediately after placement.

Increases Bone Quality
Bone quality actually improves around the ULTRATOOTH™ due to the expansion feature of the device.

Long-Lasting Result
ULTRATOOTH™ is one of the only implantable dental devices that has a positive thirty-year clinical history.

ONE VISIT, ONE HOUR
The first FDA cleared tooth replacement system with full functionality on the same day as placement.
Older cylindrical screw-type implants require healing periods of 4-6 months to allow the bone to attach itself to the implant prior to placement of a fully functional crown restoration.

Due to the innovative engineering of the ULTRATOOTH™, our unique expansion feature has the ability to achieve maximum stability and immediate fixation in the jaws soft bone. ULTRATOOTH™ allows the bone healing process to occur while the tooth is in full function.

ULTRATOOTH™ is designed to allow for tooth extraction and replacement all in a single visit. Imagine your new tooth being fully functional on the same day of placement! Under normal circumstances, an ULTRATOOTH™ can be placed directly into the socket of a tooth requiring extraction. This eliminates the need for invasive, uncomfortable surgery or the need for bone grafting and related healing time. Typically, a permanent crown can be placed on the same day of extraction, allowing you to leave the dental office with a natural and fully functional tooth.

Now you can benefit from the most advanced method for replacing an individual tooth with our free-standing implant technology and leave the dental office with a new fully functioning tooth complete with an implant and crown placed in as little as 1-hour. This treatment eliminates additional healing periods, costly surgeries, and avoids major bone and gum grafting due to loss that typically occurs after extractions.

We do bone graft at the time of placement if necessary.

The ULTRATOOTH™ is patent protected and is manufactured in the United States under FDA standards.

You can improve the quality of your life during a brief 1-hour dental appointment. If you are one of the millions of people who are affected by a dental condition that prevents you from enjoying simple day to day activities such as smiling, laughing, or even dining in public, ULTRATOOTH™ is the right decision for you. Here are just some of the advantages:

- Fully functional tooth on the day of placement
- Replace a single tooth in one visit
- No more additional healing periods
- No more awkward and embarrassing removable dentures